2BM SAP INSIGHTS
Business Insights Visualized

The 2BM SAP Sensor
Business Insights Visualized
We are experiencing a raising demand for cooperation among companies and we are getting
closer to our partners that host and operate our IT infrastructure. Our partners and employees
expect to reach and interact with our SAP system from outside our premises.
All this gives rise to a new need for monitoring, insights and control ensuring that we are able to
deliver our business processes on the internet and at the same time securing our information and
protect it against fraud and hostile intrusion.
In a time where outsourcing, offshoring and near shoring become a larger part of our operation
we need new tools to monitor and control the service and value we receive in this new work
environment setup.
All this and much more are what the SAP sensor is all about – it gives you a new insight into your
SAP system and the business process execution. The information is delivered to you in a visualized
manner which makes complex information instantly understandable for us humans.
Welcome to business insights visualized!
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The 2BM SAP Sensor
We believe in creating valuable new business insights, optimization and products using data as
the raw material. We do this by:
• harvesting data trails and sensors to create instant understandable information, giving new
knowledge and insight into the actual details of business execution and IT-environments.
• using the power in cloud computing to crunch the data complexity into an intuitive and
human understandable visual experience.
• offering a flexible, scalable and cost effective delivery model in the cloud, offering our
customers a subscription based self-service solution that is delivered on a global scale.
• create valuable knowledge by gathering and modeling data across countries and industries
enabling new insights into global business execution and performance.

Business Benefits
The sensor reveals actual activities in the system, therefore enabling you to:
• Increase company effectiveness & system security
• Get insight into every detail of your SAP System usage: response time, usage of the different
modules, activities, organizational and geographic usage, performance peaks etc.
• Benchmark business processes internally and externally
• Optimize user experience
• Combine the 2BM SAP Sensor reports with your own business intelligence to create real
change in your organization and create true competitive advantage.
All this with no need for extra work from the company!

SAP Sensor Modules
In the following pages you can find the different modules of the 2BM SAP Sensor. They focus
on the different data that you may want monitored in order to get insights into your system:
Cost Distribution: create a better cost distribution
Business Process Analysis: increase efficiency, pinpoint best practices and benchmark your
productivity
Security & Fraud Detection: get an alarm for your ERP data security
User Activities & Profiles: get the most value out of your SAP investment
Project Support: secure the success of your next ERP project
Landscape Optimization: get an overview of your system and make informed decisions about
your future investment
System Optimization: create a better user experience by optimizing the network and response
time

Create a better cost distribution

Cost Distribution
Is your CFO focusing on ERP costs & would you like to know where you could reduce them?
Do you lack overview of how your current cost distribution on your ERP system is?
Do you want to know how to split your operational costs?
Would you like to distribute your costs according to actual system usage?

The Cost Accounting module improves your decision making and business planning by using
advanced statistical analysis on different users and organizations to give you a fact-based
cost distribution key for your ERP system. Therefore you can split the ERP costs between the
business areas dependent on the system usage, making a more correct cost distribution and
receiving insights into actual usage and business support.

With the SAP Sensor Cost Accounting module you get the insights into:
• the actual number of users within each of my module areas
• the number of users within my different departments?
• how many transactions, demanding how much CPU time, generating how much network
traffic are being used within the different departments, cost centers, countries etc.
• actual system usage

Increase efficiency, pinpoint best practices
& benchmark your productivity

Business Processes Analysis
Do you know you have different levels of productivity but don’t know how to pinpoint them?
Do you want to find out which is your most efficient service center or which one has the
highest productivity?
Do you want to identify best practices in your organization and how to duplicate process
efficiency?

Measuring process performance is a key
element in designing a company that can
respond to changing business and market
requirements easily and to delivering an
exceptional customer experience. For
years now, the manufacturing departments
have been champions in assessing their
effectiveness and efficiency mainly due
to the ease with which machines can be
monitored.
However, when it comes to the administrative
units, processes and organizational tasks,
the technology has been unable to offer
a satisfactory way of analyzing their
effectiveness and efficiency.
The 2BM SAP Sensor Business Processes module comes in aid to those who want to understand
and improve their process performance and gives you the possibility of benchmarking
business processes internally (between service centers, headquarters etc.), externally
(according to industry or geography) or by peaks (for peak optimiziation). This gives you
the opportunity to trully create top of the industry processes and duplicate your successes
between departments.
The SAP Sensor Process module gives you all insight of the business processes:
• How much system and working time is used within the different module areas (HR, Finance,
Plant Maintenance etc.) and specific sub-processes (time registration, book keeping etc.)?
• Do I see the promised business benefits of optimization when implementing a new solution?
• How much time am I using on different locations or countries executing a business process
– what are the difference between the areas?
• Where, in my organization, am I executing a specific process most effectively and can I copy
this effectiveness to the other business areas/countries?
• How is the process frequency in the system?

Get a new alarm system for your ERP environment

Security & Fraud Detection
Do you have intruders in your ERP system or outlier behavior in the user profiles?
Are the information in your ERP System secure?
Are you compliant with your own provisioning rules?
Do you want to find out where you are not compliant or if you have misuse of compliance?
Has your SAP system ever been hacked and do you know if it has?
We are opening up our ERP environments (through portals, mobile phones) to the internet and
that requires a new way of survailing the SAP system. With the Security module you can Track
all security breaches in real time and see exactly who is accessing what data, when and from
where!

The security module gives you a detailed overview of your users’ behaviour, identifying
outliers and finding the odd behaviour out of the pattern. Therefore you can easily identify
misuse of user compliance and spot any traces of hacker activity.
The SAP Sensor Security module is the new alarm system in your ERP environment:
• Are there trace of hacker activities in the system?
• Are there trace of misuse of excising users?
• Does a user suddenly have suspicious user patterns?
• Is there indication of hacker activities
• Do some users have suspicious behaviour?

Get the most value out of your SAP investment

User Activities & Profilies
Do you need to buy more licenses or can you redestribute?
Are your bought licenses used to the fullest?
How many and which of your users are only using the system 2 times/month?
Do you have licenses that can be traded in?
One of the most common ways businesses waste money is buying software that will never be
used, but how much money exactly is being thrown down the drain in this manner?
A 2011 study by 1E revealed that $15.3 billion are wasted in the US and UK yearly on unused
or undeployed software licenses in organizations. This research shows that over 80 % of IT
managers in the US and UK have more than $100 unused software per PC today. Do you think
you are suffering from the same problem?

The User module gives you insight into:
• the geographical and demographical use of the ERP system and the demographical profile
of the users
• Do the users have the right authorizations?
• What kind of activity clustering is identified in the system and how does this match the user
roles?
• Do you have users that only use few transactions beyond an employee profile, and therefore
can use a cheaper software license?
• How many different terminals are your employees using to access the ERP system and how
frequent and for what are your Kiosk terminals being used?
• Who has a professional license but only needs an employee (limited professional) license?

Ensure the success of your next ERP project

Project Support
Do you need help with the go-live of your new ERP project?
What is the speed of the user adoption?
Do your employees actually use the new system?
How does the organization best adopt the system?
The Project Support module assures a smooth ERP tranformation project by offering you
supporting information throughout all the stages of your transformation process.
With the Project Support Module you can furthermore find the success stories in your
company and duplicate them: you can find the project’s advocates and use them to
create increased user adoption.

Project support
• Project activities in the SAP system
• Number of project resources working in the system
• When are my resources working
• How much are my project members working in the system?

Test Support
• Do I have programming errors, authorization errors
etc. that impact my tests?
• What are the number of test transactions being
executed?
• Are all the project processes being tested and in
what numbers?
• What organizational combinations have been
tested?

Go-live support
• Is my solution being used by the business
• How many users are using the
solution and how often?
• What part of the solution is being used?
• Are there elements og the
system, processes funtions etc.
that are not being used?
• Are there hidden errors in my
solution – like authorization errors,
login errors, program dumps etc.?
• How many users are testing and how

Create a better user experience by optimizing the
network and response time

System Optimization
Are you planning on acquiring new hardware or a new network?
Do you want to find out how the investment is affecting your ERP usage?
Do you want to pinpoint and finally solve the network & response problems in your ERP
System?
With the System optimization module you can optimize user experience and increase user
satisfaction with their experience in the ERP systems.

Network Traffic
• How much network traffic is my ERP generating in my LAN?
• How is the traffic load during the day, week, year?
• What transactions generate the most traffic seen from both from a transactional and a
frequency point of view?
• How is the traffic load from a geographical standpoint – the amount of national and
international traffic?
Response time
• Am I compliant with the SLA?
• In what areas do I have the longest response time?
• Is my response time different during the day, week, year?
• Do I have transactions that use a lot of power in my ERP system?
• Is there a geographical influence in the response time?

Get an overview of your system and make informed
decisions about your future investment

Landscape Optimization
Do you want to change the platform your system is operating on?
Do you want to buy new hardware or optimize your current system?
Do you want to outsource your ERP process but don’t know how to monitor your provider’s
performance?

When changing or modifying your ERP infrastructure, you need to have a full understanding of
your system landscape, in order to be sure what the investment decision should be. Also, after
the investment is made, you need to make sure that you are reapping the expected results
and benefits.

With the Landscape Optimization module, you can find out where you can best optimize your
system by getting a full overview of your EPR system usage.
Furthermore, by monitoring changes in the way users interact with the system you can find
out what your next investment should be.

The Landscape Optimization Module gives you insight into:
System usage
• How much load is in the two systems, and what will be the result when they are merged?
• How is the user load in the systems – and how is the daily profile – how is it after merger?
Special development
• What Z programs are being used, how often, by how many, in what business units etc.?
• What users, organizational units, areas, company codes are using the Z programs?
• When are the Z programs being used?
Users
• What are the sum of active users in the two systems?
• Are the users executing the same processes and transactions in both systems,?
• What is the impact to my licenses?
• What users are executing the same processes in both systems?
• What users, organizational units, areas, company codes are using the systems – and how?
Response time
• What is the response time in the two systems?
• What is the response index compared between the systems?

About 2BM
2BM is one of the leading consultancies within Enterprise Mobility and SAP HCM in the Nordic region and one
of the preferred SAP, Sybase and Syclo partners. Founded in 2000, 2BM collaborates with the Danish Technical
University on innovative business solutions within the use of sensoring of mobility.
The company focuses on the development and implementation of mobile solutions for enterprises and develops
and implements innovative mobile solutions using back-end and mobile device-independent Enterprise Mobility
platforms.
2BM is also a full service provider within Human Capital Management, delivering customizable solutions such
as: SAP HCM and SuccessFactors implementations, Payroll outsourcing and Talent Management Consulting.
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